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Abstract: Majority of the organization uses cloud for storage 

purpose in order to reduce the cost as well as maintenance.  Due to 

increasing threat from internal and external sources, there would 

be possibility of corruption in the cloud storage files. Thus the 

storage must to be monitored periodically for integrity checking. 

Since most of the Data Owners have limited resources thus the 

responsibility of integrity checking goes to the Third Party 

Auditors (TPA). In this paper, we have proposed 2 methodologies 

of Integrity Checking in Cloud Storage   (1) Enhanced Dynamic 

Hash Tree – n Versions (EDHT-n), which has best performance 

in term of time and space complexity compared to the existing 

methods.(2) Hybrid Enhanced Dynamic Hash Tree (HEDHT), 

which is best suited for very huge number of files in a directory. 

Index Terms: Third Party Auditor (TPA), Hybrid Enhanced 

Dynamic Hash Tree, Enhanced Dynamic Hash Tree, Meta Data, 

Meta Data Server (MDS). Cloud Service Provider (CSP), Business 

Continuity Planning (BCP), Service Discovery.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Storage data is the asset to the client, to reduce cost, original 

file is being stored in cloud and deleted in the end-user.  Thus 

integrity should be foremost requirement, any corruption had 

happened in CSP, it should be detected & corrected either 

during the file request given by the users or during auditing 

stage and made immediate recovery in order to maintain the 

integrity in the form of consistency across all of its  data 

backup copies by executing the recovery routines [1], [2], [9], 

[19]. Most importantly, the user may not aware about these 

processes are running in background, and thus BCP would be 

ensured always.  Subsequently the trustworthiness towards 

the CSP would be improved. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. EDHT-n 

Enhanced Dynamic Hash Tree – n Versions which has best 

performance in term of time and space complexity compared 

to the existing methods as shown in Figure 1 [10], [18], [23]; 

each non-leaves in this hash tree are computed using its “n” 

children nodes and error detection time is very much reduced 

which is proportional to its versioning to find the faulty files. 
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Less number of meta-data will be used for integrity checking 

as well as less memory would require as we go on to higher 

version of EDHT. It also has provision to split-up huge sized 

directories into multiple small sized directories; which ease in 

both auditing as well as caching. 

  

 
Fig.1 Enhanced Dynamic Hash Tree – Version 3 

B. HEDHT 

Hybrid Enhanced Dynamic Hash Tree - Best suited for very 

huge number of files in a directory. Hybrid EDHT, where root 

is arrived using 2 child hash node; these 2 children hash nodes 

are computed individually using 3 child hash node and so on 

as shown in Figure 2, hence at each level down, the nodes are 

computed by its hash node incrementally by one. Leaf nodes 

are representing the actual file hashes using 

SHA-256/SHA-512. More the number of consecutive nodes 

merged, we get height of Hybrid Enhanced Dynamic Hash 

Tree minimal, thus it needs minimum hash computation to 

calculate HEDHT compared to EDHT-n as well as it requires 

less recovery time and less memory usage compared to 

EDHT-n and the current methodology like Merkle Hash Tree 

(MHT) [11], [13], [14], [17] where most of the auditing 

would currently has, and subsequently it generates the 

challenge as well as verification block in a very less 

computation time and space which in turn improves the 

auditing speed. Both these proposed methodologies would 

also supports batch auditing, dynamic update [20], [27], 

privacy preserving auditing [5], [12], [21], [22], [24], [26], 

[28], [29], all file formats, allowed multiple proxies as well as 

auditors are capable of auditing number of backup copies 

based on the agreed SLA by CSP in an efficient way.      

Sequential auditing [7], [16], [25] and recovery process to 

maintain the integrity of data will be delayed, hence it is 

replaced with batch auditing using multi-threading, caching 

and load balancing. Meta-data is the key information for 

performing the integrity checking; hence it should be 

generated using multiple threading.  
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Fig.2 Hybrid Enhanced Dynamic Hash Tree 

III. META DATA GENERATION 

When client want to store files in cloud storage, it should to be 

inputted in Meta Data Server, where SHA-256/SHA-512 

processing would happen to generate Meta-Data (digest) 

which is the minimal representation of the file.  Meta Data 

Server would spawns multiple threads to achieve parallelism 

in generation of meta-data, subsequently distribute the 

meta-data to TPA as well as CSP along with actual file 

content and delete the actual file in its end-user. Besides 

thread spawning, load balancing would happen by means of 

Service Discovery which further enhances the speed by 

distributing the load to multiple clusters in cloud, so the 

processing time would speed-up to that many times of cluster 

available in MDS and CSP end as shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Fig.3 Meta-Data Generation; U1/U2 – User 1/User 2; 

F1/F2 – File 1/File 2; D1 – Directory 1 

IV. FILE RETRIEVAL IN CLOUD 

Suppose user want to retrieve a specific file in a particular 

directory in the cloud then they would send the request to 

auditor, which in turn get the challenges appropriate to the 

requested file and sent to CSP, based on these challenges the 

proof will be returned in the form of root by the CSP to the 

auditor, hence the auditor will compare the root comes from 

CSP with the existing root of the EDHT-n/HEDHT, if both 

are same then the actual file retrieval from the CSP would 

happen else the actual recovery routine would be invoked as 

shown in Figure 4.  Hence proposed integrity methodology 

EDHT-n version should be best way for integrity checking 

compared to existing Merkle Hash Tree [15], [3], [8], [4], [6] 

since EDHT-n would generate tree of minimal height thus the 

verification of file intact would be faster, also detection time 

to find the faulty file is proportional to its version number, 

soon after the detection, recovery time is minimal. Memory 

also required minimal for auditing and recovery process 

compared to all other conventional integrity method including 

Merkle Hash Tree.  

 

 
Fig.4 Proof of Ownership 

V. THREE STEP RECOVERY PROCESS 

A. Identify the Faulty Tree and files in the EDHT-n / Hybrid 

EDHT Suppose user want to retrieve a specific file but 

meta-data in the form of EDHT-n in CSP got corrupted by 

removal of file by CSP explicitly or file lost due to other 

varied reasons. Auditor is sole responsible for the recovery 

process to maintain consistency of data. Using meta-data, user 

data intactness can be checked by auditor in CSP. 

 

 
Fig.5 LHS is Corrupted EDHT-3 in CSP versus RHS is 

Uncorrupted EDHT-3 in TPA. 

 

Firstly, we should detect the faulty tree by comparing the 

concatenated EDHT-n leaves at CSP side with the 

concatenated EDHT-n leaves in Auditor side, if both hashed 

values are same then it is said to be non-faulty tree else it 

would identified as faulty. If CSP data is not intact then 

recovery process to be taken care by auditors as follows:  

Step 1:  Build EDHT-n using the existing files’ meta-data in 

the CSP side. 

Step 2:  Calculate level-2 nodes using level-3 nodes of CSP, 

then same level-2 nodes are copied from auditors and 

compared, assume node2 of “level-2” is not matching then we 

can say, files under Node 2 got corrupted. 

Step 3:  Similarly calculate level-3 nodes using level-4 nodes 

of CSP and compared with auditors copy, assume node7 of 

level-3 is not matching then we can say files under Node7 got 

corrupted.  Same process is 

repeated till leaf node to find 

out the exact file                                               

got corrupted.  In this 
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optimize way, all the faulty files would be detected.  

B. Recovery routine would recover the faulty files from the 

backup copy 

C. Reconstruct the EDHT-n/Hybrid EDHT using recovered 

files from faulty 

Step 1: Recovered files will be sorted by file name numeric 

identifier in ascending and hashed using SHA-256 by its 

contents and pushed inside the STACK-ONE. 

Step 2: POP from the STACK-ONE one by one and identify 

its partner hash either within the STACK-ONE or from the 

tree representation of EDHT-n / HEDHT and concatenate all 

those and assign to the idle threads and this process continues 

till the STACK-ONE becomes emptied 

Step 3: Output of these threads are hashed, which are 

collected individually and get sorted in the order it were sent 

to the thread and again all these hashes are pushed inside the 

STACK-ONE and the step 2 will be continued till the root 

hash is constructed. 

Number of hash computation for MHT for recoverability 

      (h-1) * 2 + [1 +      (1) 

 

Number of hash computation for Enhanced Dynamic Hash 

Tree –Version 3 for recoverability 

      (h-1) * 3 + [1 +      (2)  

 

Number of hash computation for Hybrid Enhanced 

Dynamic Hash Tree for recoverability 

 

                                                            (3) 

 

Number of hash transfer and hash comparison for MHT for 

recoverability 

      (h-1) * 2                                            (4) 

Number of hash concatenation for MHT for recoverability 

 

      (h-2) * 2                                             (5) 

Number of hash transfer and hash comparison for 

Enhanced Dynamic Hash Tree –Version 3 for recoverability 

      (h-1) * 3                                           (6) 

Number of hash concatenation for Enhanced Dynamic 

Hash Tree – Version 3 for recoverability 

      (h-2) * 3                                            (7) 

Number of hash transfer and hash comparison for Hybrid 

Enhanced Dynamic Hash Tree for recoverability 

                                                             (8) 

 

Number of hash concatenation for Hybrid Enhanced 

Dynamic Hash Tree for recoverability 

                                                             (9) 

 

 

VI. BATCH AUDIT USING EDHT-N AND HEDHT 

Batch Audit using EDHT-n or HEDHT would be many times 

faster than the earlier integrity checking methods like MHT 

and so on.  As we increase the version of EDHT, we could 

find an huge difference in speed between the EDHT-n and  

EDHT-(n-1) as well as between HEDHT and EDHT-n.  

HEDHT would be more benefited if more number of files in a 

given directory in cloud storage, similar way, batch recovery 

process can be possible. 

3 Step Batch Audit Process 

1. TPA picks up huge number of directories details to be 

audited from EDHT-n/HEDHT stored database based on the 

audit frequency policy. 

2. Partition process would put the picked directories details 

into number of buckets, each bucket contains minimum of 100 

to 200 directories to perform batch audit. 

3. Each bucket filled with multiple directory details (at 

TPA side) would be processed by available individual thread 

to perform the following process: 

3.1 Reader process would read the actual directories details 

from the bucket and update the audit status for each 

directories as work in progress (WIP), and would process by 

invoking the application load balancer by passing the 

unprocessed bucket, based on service discovery it would 

identify the clusters in cloud to do the following: 

3.1.1 Partition process would create multiple chunks as that of 

the number of directories available in the given bucket, 

assume each bucket have 200 directories, then we have 200 

chunks. 

3.1.2 Assume we have 25 threads as per the configuration, 

hence each chunk would go to the separate thread at CSP side 

to perform the actual audit:  

3.1.2.1 Reader process would read the directory details in the 

form of challenge message 

3.1.2.2 Processor would process the challenge message to 

arrive the root based on the Hash Tree methodology defined 

in the directory details, so it can be either EDHT-n/HEDHT. 

3.1.2.3 Writer would write the root of the HEDHT/EDHT-n 

as a verification message   

3.2 Processor would process by getting the verification 

message arrived at the CSP side (i.e., root of the 

HEDHT/EDHT-n) and compare this with the actual root 

stored in the TPA side; if both are same then we can say the 

integrity is maintained hence the integrityFlag would set as 

“true” else “false”. 

3.3 Writer process would update the audit status for each 

directory as COMPLETED and based on the above process 

step the integrity Flag can also be set in the HEDHT/EDHT-n 

database;  In case of integrity Flag as “false” then the separate 

procedure would be invoked to perform the recovery process 

by TPA and thus appropriate correction of the file happen in 

the respective CSP. 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In Graph 1, it is very clear the hash computation required is 

more in EDHT-4 compared to HEDHT during recovery 

process in various file corrupted/lost percentage. Moreover 

there is a steep improvement in recovery speed in HEDHT, if 

huge number of files in a directory to be audited. In Graph 2, it 

is very clear the hash 

computation required is 

more in MHT compared to 

EDHT-3 during recovery 

[  +  
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process in various file corrupted/lost percentage. In graph 3, 

all hash tree methodologies like MHT, EDHT-n, HEDHT 

would require number of hash computation which is 

proportional to number of files Also, each methodology for 

same number of files would decreases the hash computation 

for constructing the tree in order of MHT, EDHT-n, HEDHT, 

hence from both graph 3 and graph 4, it is very clear that 

HEDHT would be more efficient compared to other Tree 

construction as we increase the number of files. Thus the 

reason to say it is ideal for large number of files. From Graph 

5, it is obvious, as we increases the Enhanced Dynamic Hash 

Tree versions, the cache memory required would be 

precipitously reduced. 

 

 
Graph 1: File Corrupted versus Hash Computations 

Required to Recover in Both HEDHT and EDHT-4 

 

 
Graph 2: File Corrupted versus Hash Computations 

Required to Recover in Both HEDHT and EDHT-3 

 

 
Graph 3: Hash Computations Required for 10K Files to    

100K Files in MHT, EDHT-3, EDHT-4, EDHT-5, 

EDHT-6, EDHT-7, HEDHT 

 
Graph 4: Hash Computations Required for 500K Files to    

2000K Files in MHT, EDHT-3, EDHT-4, EDHT-5, 

EDHT-6, EDHT-7, HEDHT 

 

 
Graph 5: RAM requires in Giga Bytes in MHT, EDHT-3, 

EDHT-4 and EDHT-5 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Cloud Storage is an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) which is 

a cost effective to an organizations with an integrity 

challenges, thus storage intactness to be checked periodically. 

In this paper we have done the research work to find the 

efficient Audit process for the Cloud Storage as well as 

Speedy Recovery process for the lost or corrupted file in that 

storage maintained in the CSP in order to maintain integrity 

thru the proposed EDHT-n and HEDHT proposed methods. 

Batch processing can be implemented to speed-up both the 

processes.  
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